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About This Game

Gameplay

Play two factions The Democratic Alliance and the Conglomerate. And control their special units, the Bionic Weapon and the
Drone.

Use them to take resources, secure strategic points and raid the enemy. Collect and launch bonuses to repair, protect or destroy
buildings and units.

Special units are controlled in a different way.
You control Drones like in a classic RTS. Unlike the Conglomerate unit, the Bionic Weapon can't be directly controlled. To

choose its direction, you have to place blocks to channel its move.

Features

 gameplay focused on a main unit

 a campaign for the story with more than 40 missions

 a fight mode with independent maps for the challenge

 6 bots levels of difficulty in fight mode
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 multiple graphic themes

 more than 40 achievements to unlock

 shortcuts and control groups

 asymmetric gameplay with 2 factions for a more varied gaming experience

 multiplayer mode with LAN and internet

World background

In a far-off solar system, on an isolated planet, the war rages on between the Democratic Alliance and the Conglomerate. More
than for the planet domination, the two factions are confronting for the control of resources.

The noxious air and the incessant fights have compelled the population to shelter in bunkers with endless galleries.

Solely the mechanic units are sent to the surface in order to collect the resources and to build defenses.

Peace will come only with the destruction of one of the factions. Bionic Attack will immerse you into the story of this conflict
at a turning point. The emergence of a new technology in the army of the Democratic Alliance rushes the Conglomerate into a

global and unprecedented offensive which leads the two factions to the ultimate battle.
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A came into this game with very low expectations, as the Darwinians looked quite lazily designed.

It was quite a fun RTS though, and I suggest it to people who like those smartphone games, like Clash of Clans. This is that, just
it's not dumb and pay-to-win.

Plus, that screaming noise is hysterical.. I can't say I didn't like the game at all but I don't feel recommending it. I liked the
graphics, the fact that it was only 3 hours long(i like when games go straight to the point without hundreads of useless
sidequests), the Japanese voices and the general idea but I found the game to be a little bit tedious sometimes. The narration was
cool but the english subtitles were poor and were sliding TOO FAST. I had to go to the menu and read everything again
everytime to understand the story. The gameplay was a sort of point and click with some arrow keys involved during fights.
Those arrow keys were not responsive. Tried with both controller and keyboard and I found difficult to complete the final
chapters.. great game, loving it so much! thanks guys. For now i cant recommend this game... Its just stupid that the maker of
this game had released this game very to quick..
The game wasnt finished when it was released.. Really a shame!!.
The game have to much bugs in it, vehicles / equipment selling / buying goes on a very poor quality menu..
It could be like more on Farming simulator 2011 / 2013.. I have all the three games so i can give my opinion on this game..
FS 2013 looks in quality more better, but its getting to boring soon.. Dont like the system of buying seed in FS2013, cant
upgrade the silos in FS2013, graphics in FS2013 looks to kiddy to me( i like to see more realism in graphics)
So PF2014 have quality items in it: Buying seed, Buying manure, you have a shed to store bales in it. I like that the vehicles are
washable, and that you need to buy a big stock of petrol on the gas station to refill the gastank on your farm... Those things
make a farm sim more enjoyable.. FS2013 is just boring on the longer playtime, dont like the mods on FS2013.. They make the
game less quality (because there is no standard that people need to guide to.) Then you getting bad quality mods in the game...
So overall its an ok game if you look to the basics... But its needs more improvement and bug fixes..
So i cant recommend it for now.. UIG isnt very help full on their forums.. Trying to get my account enabled.. PMed Heini two
times, looks like they blind or so.. So they arent customer minded... Very good game .very differnt style off racing,nice sim of
off roading,multiplayer seems not to work but coulld just be me .TBH not worth the price on steam but a great game if you can
get for £5 or in a bundle. IMO 7/10. Destruction!. This game is painful to my eyes. The teleportation system sucks so much that
you can teleport inside solid objects that weren't even visible on screen. Don't waste your time even if you get it for free..
SpaceBourne is the game I was hoping a certain other recently released game would be.
Pros:
1) Missions!
2) Variable difficulty in space battles
3) Alternate space flight mechanics you can change on the fly
4) Decent voice acting for your character and supplemented with acceptable computer voice acting
5) A really nice looking starter space ship, both inside and outside
6) Space stations you can get out and walk around in that look believable
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7) A plausible STORY that is both reasonable and that helps flesh out your early experience
8) Save ON DEMAND
9) It's a bit like Freelancer with updated graphics but has its own charm, not a knockoff/clone

Cons:
1) Minor mistakes by the computer voice when reading text, e.g. manual is pronounced like the name
2) It could be a tiny bit clearer how you advance the conversation with NPCs, pressing "space" to continue wasn't obvious to me
for some reason (I might be slow, lol)
3) I sometimes had difficulty making "E" open a door for some reason, not a biggy it did open after a bit, I might have been
standing too close...not sure

tl;dr it's EA but plays like a project costing 3X as much, it can only get better, it's fun. This totally washed the bad taste of the
lack of combat I encountered in that other recently released space game

8.5/10. I've been involved with Lifeblood since their closed alpha stages and had the unique honor of playing the game alongside
the developers. I can tell you first-hand that there's never been a more dedicated, helpful group of people developing a battle
royale game like this group. They're building and fostering a community of casual and competitive players as well as streamers
to experience something brand new!

Lifeblood puts a successful spin on the battle royale genre through its crafting and class system. Each round players start on a
floating pedestal with absolutely nothing and no sense of direction. When the game starts you're thrust into the open world to
chop down trees, skin animals, mine metals and ores, and build yourself up for your first fight. You can craft on the fly and
choose a different class every game which provides a unique experience every time you drop in. Fights are fast-paced and
makes player react to a natural "fight or flight" scenario. The developers work alongside the community to answer questions,
implement feedback, and help both new and experienced battle royale players get the best experience out of Lifeblood. There's
NOTHING more satisfying than getting your first kill and it keeps you coming back for more!

DON'T BE INTIMIDATED BY EARLY ACCESS!
While there's going to be bugs in early access games, developers are constantly online and have the ability to change things
quickly and react to community feedback. A game like this always more fun with friends, so be sure to invite your friends into
the Lifeblood Discord and pick up the game. If you're flying solo, it's always encouraged to ping people in the Discord and
there's always a large handful of people willing to jump online and play.

Enjoy!. Has potential, but honestly don't bother with it. The only reason there's mixed reviews is because the Dev either had
their friends make fake accounts or made them and then wrote positive reviews. The positive reviews keep talking about "Base
Building" but the game has no such thing in it. The game gives you a gun that barely functions and then launches you into a
massive empty map with ugly assets that were definitely bought. Even if the multiplayer is any good (Which it isn't) No one
plays this game, so the only thing you can do in it is walk around a massive empty map and shoot at plants.

TLDR: Don't buy, The game is a lie.
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it's a fun little game.
It only has one arena level, one solid music track and a handful of enemies,
but it's tight, fast, has an addicting gameplay loop and looks aesthetically great.. Depending this game has a great future and id
be grateful to help in developing it by my ideas. I was really enjoying this game until you hit literally a dead end with no signs of
any content coming in the future. Randomly they added be a zombie mode which sounded cool but then it just became a giant
exploit for random players to break your shelter generator in pve zones to take over your bases. Stay far away from this game
until something happens. No ea roadmap, very slow updates, they implement terrible ideas before taking into account anything
that the playerbase would like to see its just a giant mess.. I picked up this game on a whim and I'm glad I did. It's a choose your
own adventure graphic novel that provides an entertaining story. I have about 5 hours invested in the game, which was enough to
find the three endings and unlock all but the three completionist achievements.

Positives:
Excellent artwork.
A few surprising and entertaining twists in the story.
Multiple ways to solve many scenes.
Many entertaining ways to die.
The obvious choice isn't always the right one.

Drawbacks:
A few translation errors here and there.
One death was reused, albeit with different art.

Overall, I enjoyed the game. I wish it were longer and am eagerly looking forward to any subsequent games in the series.. So
this, like the other games in the series, has a lot of problems, some of which are more pronounced than in the others. The scenes
feel overwritten at times, the puzzles become very obtuse (moreso a problem in Boogie Man), and in this game in particular,
there's a whole ton of backtracking through very similar looking rooms, many of which serve no purpose. I would just
recommend using a guide, as the puzzles are so obscure that you'll wind up wasting your time trying to figure things out for
yourself.

And as far as the story goes, it too, has a lot of problems. For one, the setup feels too much like a random coincidence. Will is a
troubled teenager who has run from home for reasons at first unclear. He meets up with David, the protagonist of the Crooked
Man, but eventually wanders off into the night and winds up at some sort of abandoned facility. From there, his pet rat Pop who
also talks to him (and it's even more hokey than it sounds) runs off into the facility and Will sets off to find him. Along the way
he meets some familiar faces as well as a few new ones. And the thing is, not much actually happens until the final chunk of the
game, which is filled with revelation after revelation. Like the others, the cameos by previous characters don't really feel like
anything other than just that since none of them mention the events of prior games. They could have been just as easily brand
new characters and not much would have changed. And as for those revelations, some are intriguing, others are just baffling,
and the overall arc almost feels like there's too little going on until, like I said, the very end.

And yet.

I found myself liking this game the most out of all of them.

Despite all of the flaws that I have rambled on about, I loved the mood this game conjures, particularly within its opening act.
The series has always had very on the nose writing (might be a translation issue) and the voice acting is just as weird and
inconsistent as in the Boogieman, but somehow, the winter setting, which is different from every other game in the series, just
feels to perfect to me. And even though the aforementioned facility the game takes place in is very repetitively designed and
drab looking, I was still absorbed by the nice atmospheric touches. There's a fine line between understated and dull and to me,
the mood falls on the right side of the line. And yes, even though the story has some problems, (in many ways there are more
than in the other games, all of which had their own issues) I think I liked this one the most, primarily because of the story
surrounding the antagonists. Again, some of the revelations don't fully make sense/ feel under developed, but I still found myself
really grabbed by the back story and setting.

The Strange Man series as a whole is a strange beast. For every flash of brilliance, there's a flaw of some sort, particularly in the
frustratingly obtuse game design that plagues every installment. I have seen horror games done through RPG maker much better
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(Close Your Eyes, Corpse Party). To be honest, outside a few moments here and there, they aren't even particularly scary
(although, yeah, Sandman is definitely supposed to be a bit more whimsical than the others). And even though I couldn't bring
myself to finish the Boogie Man (I just looked up the rest of the story), on the whole I still enjoyed my time with the series,
warts and all. Even though the dialogue feels too on the nose and the design has some serious problems in every game, I enjoy
the titles for their ambition. Yes, the games don't always meet that ambition (this is most evident in how, even though there are
characters from other games in each new one, past events don't seem to have much bearing on the current conflict). But there is
still something about them that manages to stand out from other mediocre RPG maker titles.

Do with all that what you will. This game has a lot of problems and is likely to bore most people who are expecting more plot
driven stuff like the previous games. But this one was my series favorite despite all that, and I would likely play more if Uri
develops the spinoffs that are supposedly in development.. very frustrating game but a great play for a few min game :D
. Horrible
. Interesting bejeweled variant. Questing isn't too interesting, but the game style can be fun. C+. Achievement Lurker: Dad
Jokes is literally just an achievement earning machine, much like it's predecessors Achievement Hunter: Begins and Cromulent.
This one boasting 5000 achievements.

I bought this game for one reason, achievements. I didn't buy it to play, or because I wanted it to be challenging.
People complain about getting acheivements for doing nothing, 5000 achievements, it's called Achievement Hunter, what were
you expecting? You know what you're going to buy.

For people like me that want cheap crap to collect achievements, it's a fantastic game and is exactly what I was looking for.
Most of the time I just let the game run while I wander off and do other things, it couldn't be any easier.

But if you are only looking for an easy way to get some cool achievements, whether it's to display them, use them to spell things,
make your profile look nice, or just get a high count, these games designed to do that and just that.
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